INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
out on a diagram we get a profile of his school performance.
Three such profiles are shown on the adjoining figure,1
In these the mental ages have been found by a Stanford
individual Bluet Test, and the subject ages and average
educational age by the Stanford Achievement Test. The
three children are members of a Special Opportunity Class
of Public School 165, Manhattan, near Columbia University,
and are, within three months, of the same age. The middle
profile shows what is often found in ordinary classes where
such gifted children are not being given the opportunity
to go ahead with school work, for No. 52 has an educational
age considerably below his powers. No 8, on the right,
has, however, an educational age practically equal to his
mental age, while No. 29 on the left has an educational
age exceeding his mental age, a rare phenomenon with
cleverer children though common with those below I Q. 100.
The zigzag lines show where each child is strong and where
comparatively weak.
For the elementary subjects, profiles such as the above
can also be made with the tests given in Burt's Mental
and Scholastic Tests, or by tests such as Ballard's, in Eng-
land ; while in America a host of tests can be purchased,
for example, the Thorndike-McCall Reading Scale (Teachers'
College, New York), and Monroe's General Survey Scale in
Arithmetic (Public School Publishing Company, Blooming-
ton, Illinois). From these two publishers and from the
World Book Company, Yonkers, N.Y., information about
a majority of the American tests can be obtained.
The experienced teacher who first hears about these
standardized tests is not slow to ask questions about weak
points in their use, as he imagines them. First of these is,
cannot a teacher coach his pupils in these very questions,
so that they will appear to be much better than they really
are ? Secondly, does not this plan of measuring everybody
1 From data in an article by Haigaret V Cobb and Grace A* Taylor*
Twenty-Third Year Book of the Amencan National Society for the Study
of Education, 1924, pp. 275-89.
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